The fission yeast RPA51 is a functional homolog of the budding yeast A49 subunit of RNA polymerase I and required for maximizing transcription of ribosomal DNA.
Saccharomyces cerevisiae A49 and mouse PAF53 are subunits specific to RNA polymerase I (Pol I) in eukaryotes. It has been known that Pol I without A49 or PAF53 maintains non-specific transcription activities but a molecular role(s) of A49 (and PAF53) remains totally unknown. We studied the fission yeast gene encoding a protein of 415 amino acids exhibiting 30% and 19% identities to A49 and PAF53, respectively. We designate the corresponding protein RPA51 and gene encoding it rpa51+ since the gene encodes a Pol I subunit and an apparent molecular mass of the protein is 51 kDa. rpa51+ is required for cell growth at lower but not at higher temperatures and is able to complement S. cerevisiae rpa49Delta mutation, indicating that RPA51 is a functionally-conserved subunit of Pol I between the budding yeast and the fission yeast. Deletion analysis of rpa51+ shows that only two-thirds of the C-terminal region are required for the function. Transcripts analysis in vivo and in vitro shows that RPA51 plays a general role for maximizing transcription of rDNA whereas it is dispensable for non-specific transcription. We also found that RPA51 associates significantly with Pol I in the stationary phase, suggesting that Pol I inactivation in the stationary phase of yeast does not result from the RPA51 dissociation.